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• The central nervous system is modeled as a recurrent network.

• Reservoir computing uses recurrent neural networks as a computational

resource.

• We optimized the information processing capability of a recurrent neu-

ral network.

• A delay-line structure emerged in the network as a result of optimiza-

tion.
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Abstract

Reservoir computing is a framework for exploiting the inherent transient dy-

namics of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) as a computational resource. On

the basis of this framework, much research has been conducted to evaluate

the relationship between the dynamics of RNNs and the RNNs’ information

processing capability. In this study, we present a detailed analysis of the in-

formation processing capability of an RNN optimized by recurrent infomax

(RI), an unsupervised learning method that maximizes the mutual informa-

tion of RNNs by adjusting the connection weights of the network. The results

indicate that RI leads to the emergence of a delay-line structure and that

the network optimized by the RI possesses a superior short-term memory,

which is the ability to store the temporal information of the input stream in

its transient dynamics.
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1. Introduction

To elucidate the nature of the central nervous system (CNS), we need to

investigate its information processing both experimentally and theoretically.

The information processing in the CNS is supported by the dynamics of re-

current networks, whose malfunctioning leads to pathological states such as

epilepsy. Because extremely rich dynamics exhibited by recurrent networks

make their description complicated, theoretical frameworks capable of giving

a clear picture of the information processing in the CNS are needed. A frame-

work called reservoir computing (RC) has been proposed as a brain-inspired

information processing model (Maass et al., 2002; Jaeger and Haas, 2004;

Lukos̆evic̆ius and Jaeger, 2009). One of the most notable features of RC is

that it exploits the inherent transient dynamics of recurrent neural networks

(RNNs) as a computational resource in input-driven RNNs. Owing to this

feature, RC has been used as a theoretical framework for examining the in-

formation processing mechanism of the central nervous system (Maass et al.,

2002; Buonomano and Maass, 2009; Rabinovich et al., 2008). In addition, it

has been used to emulate human behavior, such as motor activity (Sussillo

and Abbott, 2009; Laje and Buonomano, 2013).

As illustrated in Fig. 1(A), the architecture of RC generally consists of

three layers: an input layer, a reservoir layer implemented by an RNN, and

an output layer. The framework has three important properties. The first

is the ability to embed the previous input information into the transient
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dynamics of RNNs, which enables real-time information processing of input

streams; this is called the short-term memory property. The second property

is nonlinearity, which is the ability to emulate nonlinear information process-

ing. The third property is that supervised learning of the reservoir layer is

not required if the dynamics of the reservoir layer are sufficient. Only the

connection weights from the RNNs to the output, called the readout weights,

must be adjusted to learn the required dynamical systems. Although RC is

a simple framework, it has been demonstrated to perform well for a large

number of machine learning tasks (Antonelo et al., 2008; Jalalvand et al.,

2015; Salmen and Ploger, 2005; Skowronski and Harris, 2007; Jaeger, 2003).

update the and update the and

100 000 time steps / block

Figure 1: (A) The architecture of RC. The solid and dashed lines represent the connections

optimized in this study using RI (task-independent optimization) and the least squares

method (task-dependent optimization), respectively. (B) RI method. The connection

weights are updated between two consecutive blocks. Each block consists of 100 000 time

steps. The first 50 000 time steps are for hi to converge to a steady state and the final

50 000 time steps are used to calculate mutual information.

The information processing capability of an RC system depends on the

inherent dynamics of the reservoir layer. Consequently, much research has

been conducted on the information processing capabilities of various dynam-
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ical systems using the systems as the reservoir layer. Several studies have

investigated the information processing capabilities of physical systems, such

as the surface of water (Fernando and Sojakka, 2003), electronic, optoelec-

tronic, and photonic systems (Larger et al., 2012; Appeltant et al., 2011;

Woods and Naughton, 2012), ensemble quantum systems (Fujii and Naka-

jima, 2017), neuromorphic chips and devices (Stieg et al., 2012; Torrejon

et al., 2017; Furuta et al., 2018; Tsunegi et al., 2018), and the mechanical

bodies of soft robots (Nakajima et al., 2013, 2014, 2015, 2018). These studies

exploit the dynamics of physical systems as reservoirs.

Although the inherent dynamics of systems can be exploited as reser-

voirs, the dynamics of the reservoirs are empirically optimized using the

control parameters prior to task-dependent optimization (i.e., optimization

of the readout weights). This signifies that RC requires task-independent and

task-dependent optimization. One of the best known task-independent opti-

mization approaches involves adjusting a dynamical system to be at the edge

of chaos (or the edge of stability), which is the transition point from ordered

to chaotic dynamics. Such systems are reported to exhibit superior informa-

tion processing capabilities (Bertschinger and Natschläger, 2004; Toyoizumi

and Abbott, 2011). However, it is not optimal for some tasks (Yildiz et al.,

2012; Manjunath and Jaeger, 2013). As a result, various methods should be

available for task-independent optimization.

In this study, we examine whether the recurrent infomax (RI) method

(Tanaka et al., 2008) can be used for task-independent optimization of a

reservoir layer. RI was developed as an extension of feedforward infomax,

which was originally proposed by Linsker (Linsker, 1988). It provides an
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unsupervised learning technique for maximizing information retention in an

RNN, which is quantified by mutual information. The RNNs optimized by

RI exhibit the dynamical characteristics of neural activities such as cell-

assembly-like and synfire-chain-like spontaneous activities as well as critical

neuronal avalanches, which are a manifestation of the edge of chaos, in the

CNS (Tanaka et al., 2008). Because an RNN optimized by RI replicates

the properties of the CNS, it is expected to exhibit improved information

processing capabilities. However, whether RI improves the information pro-

cessing capabilities of a reservoir layer has not yet been investigated, and

any improvements should thus be examined and quantified. In this study,

we first optimize RNNs using RI and evaluate their information processing

capabilities using benchmark tasks.

2. Model

We consider an input-driven network consisting of N neurons where the

state of each neuron xi(t) ∈ {0, 1} (i = 1, ..., N) is updated synchronously

and stochastically at discrete time steps. Simulations were performed with

N = 50 neurons unless otherwise stated. The firing probability of neuron

i is determined by its interaction with neuron j (j = 1, ..., N), which is

connected with weight Wij and by its interaction with input u(t) ∈ {0, 1},

which is connected with weight W in
i , as fololws:

p(xi(t+ 1) = 1) =
pmax

1 + exp(−Ui(t))
, (1)

Ui(t) =
N
∑

j=1

Wij(xj(t)− p̄j) +W in
i (u(t)− p̄0)− hi(t), (2)
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where pmax is the maximal firing probability, p̄0 is the mean input firing

rate, p̄j is the mean firing rate of neuron j, and hi(t) is the bias of neuron

i. The firing frequency of each neuron is indicated by the mean firing rate.

For example, neuron i is activated once in 10 time steps on average for

p̄i = 0.1. The maximal firing probability, pmax, indicates the firing reliability

in response to the input. In this study, the maximal firing probability and

the mean firing rate are fixed at pmax = 0.8 and p̄i = 0.1, respectively. Input

u(t) is randomly sampled from {0, 1} with an expected value of p̄0 = 0.5.

The bias hi(t) is used to fix the average firing probability p̄i and is updated

at each time step by

hi(t+ 1) = hi(t) + ǫ(xi(t+ 1)− p̄i), (3)

where ǫ is the learning rate, which remains constant at 0.01. The initial

conditions of the network (Wij and W in
i ) are sampled from the Gaussian

distribution with µ = 0 and σ2 = 0.01. A greater value of σ2 deteriorates

the performance of the approximated weight update rule.

3. Recurrent Infomax

In this section, we briefly describe the RI algorithm (Tanaka et al., 2008).

In this study, RI is applied to the connection weights of the RNN and the

connection weights from the input to the RNN. The connection weights are

represented by solid lines in Fig. 1(A). As illustrated in Fig. 1 (B), the connec-

tion weights are updated at the end of each block, which consists of 100 000

time steps. The first 50 000 time steps are the washout phase for hi to con-

verge to a steady state. The final 50 000 time steps are the accumulation
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phase, the firing activity in which is used to update the connection weights

(Table 1, training block). The connection weights at the b+1th blockW(b+1)

are calculated using the steepest gradient method:

Wij(b+ 1) = Wij(b) + η
∂I(b)

∂Wij

, (4)

where η is the learning rate, which is constant at η = 0.2 in this study, and

I(b) is the approximated mutual information at the bth block. A greater learn-

ing rate η tends to destabilize the network dynamics. The input connection

weights W in
i and input u(t) are represented by Wi0 and x0(t), respectively.

The gradient of the mutual information with respect to Wij is formulated

using several approximations (Tanaka et al., 2008). The mutual information

between two successive states is defined by

I =
∑

u,v∈{0,1}N

p(u, v) log
p(v|u)

p(v)
, (5)

where p(v) is the probability that the firing activity of neurons at a time step

is v and p(v|u) is the conditional probability of the firing activity v given

that the previous state is u. Equation 5 is the summation of 22N terms,

which is intractable even for the network with several neurons. Thus, we

approximate it with the mutual information of the Gaussian distribution with

the same mean and covariance matrix as the neurons. The approximation of

the mutual information at the bth block is given by

I(b) = log |C| −
1

2
log |D|, (6)
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Eij =
1

T

∑

[xi(t)− p̄i][xj(t)− p̄j], (9a)

Eı̂j =
1

T

∑

[xi(t+ 1)− p̄i][xj(t)− p̄j], (9b)

Eî =
1

T

∑

[xi(t)− p̄i][xj(t+ 1)− p̄j], (9c)

Eı̂̂ =
1

T

∑

[xi(t+ 1)− p̄i][xj(t+ 1)− p̄j]. (9d)

The summation is taken over all time steps of the accumulation phase of the

bth block. The gradient of mutual information with respect to the connection

weights is approximated by

∂I(b)

∂Wij

≈
1

2

∑

(1− δij)(Eı̂k̂
Êl + Eı̂lÊk̂

)[2(C−1)ji − (D−1)ji − (D−1)j+Ni+N ]

−
1

2
[(1− 2p̄k)(1− 2p̄l)Ek̂l

+ p̄kp̄l(1− p̄k)(1− p̄l)][(D
−1)lk+N + (D−1)k+Nl].

(10)

Typical instances of the firing activity of a network optimized by RI at the

0th and 1500th block are depicted in Figs. 2(A) and (B). The neurons in the
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network optimized by RI tend to fire simultaneously. The dynamics of the

network are stochastic and the reliability of the activation in response to the

input is low. If the neurons in the network fired independently, it would

be difficult to retain past information by their firing activity. Therefore, an

appropriate strategy is to retain the least amount of past information by

firing simultaneously. Similar dynamics has been reported in (Tanaka et al.,

2008). As depicted in Fig. 2(C), mutual information is increased by RI and

is almost saturated at the 1500th block. Therefore, RI is terminated at the

1500th block in the following simulations.

Table 1: Number of time steps in each block.

Training block Benchmark task block

Washout phase 50 000 time steps 50 000 time steps

Accumulation phase 50 000 time steps –

Learning phase – 1500 time steps

Testing phase – 1500 time steps

4. Information processing capability

Two benchmark tasks are used to evaluate the information processing ca-

pability of a network optimized by using RI. Each benchmark task comprises

a block consisting of a washout phase (50 000 time steps), learning phase

(1500 time steps), and testing phase (1500 time steps) (Table 1, benchmark

task block). The washout phase is used to eliminate the influence of the

initial state of the network and to converge the bias hi(t) to a steady-state
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value. The learning phase is used to train readout weights Wout
τ , and the

testing phase is used to evaluate the performance of each task.

The first task is the short-term memory task, which has been used exten-

sively as a benchmark task in the RC framework (Bertschinger and Natschläger,

2004; Jaeger, 2002). In general, the expressive power of recurrent neural net-

works can be characterized by the length of the previous input sequence that

the network can store and by the type of function that the network can ex-

press by taking these stored inputs. Accordingly, it is important to analyze

these two properties if we want to understand the computational capability

of a recurrent neural network, and in this case, the reservoir. This first task

is devoted to evaluate the former property, the so-called short-term memory,

which requires the system to store recent input sequence into the current

state. This task evaluates the extent of decoding the previous input informa-

tion from the network state with memoryless readout. The performance of

this task is measured by the memory capacity (MC), which is the summation

of the τ -delay memory functions [MFτ (τ = 1, ..., 50)] defined by

MC =
50
∑

τ=1

MFτ . (11)

The memory function MFτ is the determination coefficient between u(t− τ)

and zτ (t) = Wout
τ x(t), defined by

MFτ = max
Wout

τ

cov2(zτ (t), u(t− τ))

σ2(zτ (t))σ2(u(t− τ))
. (12)

The readout weights,Wout
τ , are trained in accordance withWout

τ = (XTX)−1XTy,

where y is the vector of τ -time-step past inputs and X is the matrix of net-

work states during the learning phase.
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The second benchmark task is the n-bit (n = 2, 3) Boolean emulation

task, which evaluates whether the network can process a Boolean operation

using the past n-bit inputs. An example is depicted in Table 2. Each rule of

the Boolean emulation tasks requires different types of information process-

ing. Therefore, the execution of each rule can provide useful insights into the

properties of information processing of RNNs optimized by RI. Furthermore,

the target Boolean operators contain not only linear functions but also non-

linear functions (such as XOR), which suggests that by using this task, we

can evaluate both the system’s capability to store a recent input stream and

its expressive power to approximate nonlinear functions. The total number

of rules is 2n
2

, and all rules, except for two, are applied. The two exceptions

are rules for which the output fτ is 0 or 1 regardless of the input. Thus, the

number of rules R for each n-bit Boolean emulation task is 2n
2

− 2.

Table 2: Example of a rule table for the 2-bit Boolean emulation task.

u(t− τ) u(t− τ − 1) fτ (t)

0 0 1

0 1 0

1 0 1

1 1 0

The performance of this task is measured by n-bit Boolean capacity

(n-bit BC), which is the summation of the n-bit Boolean function (n-bit BFr
τ )

at each rule r (r = 1, . . . , R) and time delay τ (τ = 1, ..., 50). The n-bit
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Boolean capacity is defined as

n-bit BC =
1

R

R
∑

r=1

50
∑

τ=1

BFr
τ , (13)

where

n-bit BFr
τ = max

W
r,out
τ

cov2(zr(n), f
r
τ (n))

σ2(zr(n))σ2(f r
τ (n))

. (14)

The results of the benchmark tasks are presented in Fig. 2(D). We suspended

the RI update and performed the tasks while evaluating the networks’ in-

formation processing capabilities with RI. The process of RI update was

resumed after evaluating the performance of the benchmark tasks. Although

both MC and n-bit BC (n = 2, 3) improved by RI, they exhibited a peak at

the 1000th block; this is in sharp contrast to the mutual information, which

monotonically increased and saturated at approximately the 1500th block.

To investigate why neither MC nor n-bit BC (n = 2, 3) monotonically

increased with respect to block number, we visualized the network structure.

Typical examples of network structures are depicted in Figs. 3(A)–(F); here,

connections with the 50 largest absolute values are presented. Figures 3(A)

and (B) depict a randomly sampled initial RNN. Most of the visualized con-

nections are from within the RNN, and several are from the input to the

RNN at 1000th block [Figs. 3(C) and (D)]. At the 1500th block, all visualized

connections are from within the RNN, and the RNN is almost disconnected

from the input [Figs. 3(E) and (F)]. In addition, we calculated the mean of

the absolute value of the connection weights (W ) within the RNN and from

the input to the RNN, as illustrated in Fig. 3(G). The former was calculated

using the 50 largest absolute values in W, and the latter was calculated using
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Win. At later blocks, the value of W in the RNN becomes much larger than

the value of W from the input to the RNN. This result suggests that the

input information is not stored in the network, but rather, only information

about the activity of neurons in the network is stored when the network is

optimized by RI for a long period of time. Consequently, the performances

of both MC and n-bit BC (n = 2, 3) deteriorates.

5. Introduction of input multiplicity

5.1. Recurrent infomax and information processing capability

In Section 4, we demonstrate that the information processing capability

of a network increases at the beginning of RI but peaks at the 1000th block

because the connection weights in the RNN become stronger than the input

connection weights. Thus, the input information may not be preserved in

the network. To address this problem, we attempted to increase the num-

ber of input neurons with common input information. However, using K

input neurons is virtually the same as using one input neuron and replacing

the connection weights Wi0 with KWi0. Because the initial values of the

connection weights are small, this is equivalent to introducing a weight coef-

ficient (K), also refered to as input multiplicity, into the update rule of the

connection weights from the input to the RNN as follows:

Wi0(b+ 1) = Wi0(b) +Kη
∂I(b)

∂Wi0

, (15)

where K ∈ Z and 2 ≤ K ≤ 35. This is also equivalent to accelerating the

growth of the connection weights from the input neuron. We optimized the

input-driven RNN by RI using the above formula to update the connection
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weights from the input to RNN. Subsequently, we executed the three tasks

described in Section 4. With the exception of the weight coefficient K, the

parameter values and benchmark tasks of RI are identical to those described

in Section 4.

Here, we provide an overview of the results of the mutual information and

benchmark tasks. As depicted in Fig. 4(A), a large K value decreases the

mutual information at the learning phase; however, RI increases the mutual

information for all values of K. Furthermore, for all values of K, with the

exception of K = 1, MC also increases throughout the optimization with RI

and is maximized at approximately K = 7 [Fig. 4(B)]. The n-bit BC (n = 2,

3) exhibits a similar tendency to that of MC [Fig. 4(C)].

Figures 5(A)–(D) present typical network structures at K = 5 and 30.

At K = 5, both strong connection weights from the input to the RNN and

strong connection weights in the RNN coexist. Because the postsynaptic

input neurons become the presynaptic neurons of other neurons, the input

generates a delay-line structure. However, at K = 30 the strongest connec-

tion weights are from the input to the RNN. The mean absolute value of the

connection weights from the input as a function of the block increases more

rapidly than that of the RNN, as depicted in Figs. 5(E) and (F); this result is

the opposite of that observed in Section 4. These network structures suggest

that, for a large K value, the input information at the final time step may

be dominantly stored in the network, and the majority of the previous input

information may be lost.

We confirmed this speculation quantitatively by investigating the mutual

information between the input at the previous time step and each neuron in
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the RNN, I(xi(t); u(t−1)) (i = 1, ..., N), as plotted in Fig. 6(A). The results

indicate that, for large values of K, a network optimized by RI contains in-

formation on the input provided at the previous time step. The performances

of the short-term memory task and the n-bit Boolean emulation task (n = 2,

3) as a function of the time delay are plotted in Figs. 6(B) and (C). The per-

formance of the network at K = 30 at τ ≤ 2 is higher than the performance

at K = 5. As the time delay τ increases, the performance of the network at

K = 30 is inferior to the performance at K = 5. These results are consistent

with the observation that a network optimized by RI for a large K value can

only store recent input information. As discussed in the previous sections,

learning with RI using a small K value optimizes the network such that the

previous input information is not dominantly stored, but rather, information

about the past state of the network itself is stored.

In addition, we investigated information processing capabilities for vari-

ous network sizes (N = 25, 75, and 100); the results are presented in Fig. 7.

The results indicate that a larger network size leads to a larger optimal K. In

addition, a large input multiplicity value results in the increase in an number

of neurons that have the previous input information. For networks with a

large number of neurons, even if the number of neurons containing the pre-

vious input information increases, other neurons can store this information.

5.2. Comparison of information processing capability for linear and nonlinear

rules

To investigate the information processing properties of a network opti-

mized by RI, we classified the rules of the Boolean emulation tasks into two

classes: linear and nonlinear. The classification was based on whether the
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rule was linearly separable (Chua et al., 2002). Figure 8 illustrates the per-

formance of each rule sorted by score, BFr
τ . The results demonstrate that, for

the majority of rules, RI improved performance. In addition, the networks

exhibit higher performance in executing linear rules; this suggests that the

networks optimized by RI performed linear information processing better

than nonlinear information processing. Rules 1 and 2 were executed more

efficiently than the other linear rules because the difficulty of executing a rule

is dependent on both linear separability and short-term memory. These two

rules are identical to the short-term memory task which only requires the

information of u(t− τ), not u(t− τ − 1). Therefore, these rules are simpler

to execute than the other linear rules.

The results of the 3-bit Boolean emulation task presented in Fig. 8(B)

indicate that, in general, linear rules are executed more efficiently than non-

linear rules. However, some nonlinear rules are executed more efficiently

than linear rules. As a result, the difference between the two types of rules

observed in the 2-bit Boolean emulation task is unclear as some rules re-

quire information on the input u(t− τ − 2). In addition, the performance of

each rule may be influenced not only by nonlinearity but also by short-term

memory in the 3-bit Boolean emulation task.

6. Discussions

In this study, we used RI to optimize an input-driven RNN and evalu-

ated the information processing capability of the network using short-term

memory and Boolean emulation tasks. Although naive RI did not lead to im-

provements in information processing capability, RI with input multiplicity
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improved MC and n-bit BC (n = 2, 3) because the input connection weights

increase preferentially, and the input information is stored in the network.

An appropriate input multiplicity optimizes a network for storing the infor-

mation about a past input, and the network partially acquires a delay-line

structure, which is one of the preferred structures for achieving optimal short-

term memory (Jaeger, 2002; Ganguli et al., 2008; Rodan and Tino, 2010).

However, our model is stochastic, and a complete delay-line network may

not be suitable for short-term memory. In a delay-line network, the opti-

mal short-term memory is based on the assumption that the information of

presynaptic neurons is conveyed to postsynaptic neurons without any loss.

In addition, the retention of the input information in the delay-line network

is vulnerable to the unreliable firing of neurons.

The information processing property of the network optimized by RI are

demonstrated by the performance for each rule in the 2-bit Boolean emu-

lation task. Although RI improves the performance for the majority of the

rules, the degree of improvement greatly depends on the linearity of the

rules. Linear rules are processed more efficiently than nonlinear rules, which

include exclusive OR operations (i.e., u(t− τ) ⊗ u(t− τ − 1)). The trade-

off between short-term memory and nonlinearity can be observed in several

dynamical systems such as logistic maps, diffusion equations and echo state

network (Dambre et al., 2012). Although no theoretical proof regarding this

tradeoff exists, it is possible that RI optimizes a network under this trade-

off constraint. Thus, in a network that is optimized by RI, the short-term

memory may be superior to the nonlinearity. However, the dependency of

the information processing capability on input multiplicity and the number
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of neurons should be examined more thoroughly in the future. In addition,

the properties of the critical dynamics underlying the information processing

of the present model should be investigated.

As mentioned in Section 1, one of the most widely used task-independent

optimizations involves adjusting a dynamical system to be at the edge of

chaos, that is, setting the Lyapunov exponent of the reservoir close to 1.

However, recent studies (Yildiz et al., 2012; Manjunath and Jaeger, 2013)

have demonstrated that input intensity affects the spectral radius of the

reservoir. This implies that a reservoir optimized without input intensity in-

formation may not be optimal for a specific input intensity. RI is a promising

method for task-independent optimization because it can adapt to input in-

tensity and the temporal correlation of the input. In our study, the network

structure changed dramatically depending on input multiplicity, which can

be regarded as input intensity. Optimization by RI is thus task independent

but input dependent.

The main result of our study is that input multiplicity is required to

prevent the reservoir layer from losing the connection from the input neuron

when using RI. Introducing input multiplicity is scaling the learning rate of

the connection weights from input neurons by K and leaving other learning

rates unchanged. The behavior of networks with different parameter setting

should be examined in the future. The present result can also be applied to

RC, which exploits an in vitro cortical network. The information processing

capabilities of RC using in vitro cortical networks have been reported in

(Dockendorf et al., 2009; Dranias et al., 2013; Ju et al., 2015; Johnson et al.,

2010; Goel and Buonomano, 2016). Given the findings in Tanaka et al. (2008)
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that in vivo cortical networks are optimized by RI, it is possible that the in

vitro cortical networks used in RC may also be optimized by RI. In this case,

the input intensity must sufficiently be high to encode input information into

the network.
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A
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Figure 2: (Color online) (A, B) Raster plots of the firing activity of the network at the 0th

and the 1000th blocks from the 50 000 to 50 100 time steps. The circular and triangular

points represent the firing of input and neurons in the RNN, respectively. (C) Mutual

information as a function of the block. The solid line represents the mean of the initial

connection weights, and the dotted line represents the standard deviation for networks

with different initial conditions. The number of trials is 10, which is constant throughout

this study. (D) Results of the short-term memory and n-bit Boolean emulation tasks

(n = 2, 3) as a function of the block. The solid line represents the results of short-term

memory task, and the dashed and dotted lines represent the results of 2-bit and 3-bit

Boolean emulation tasks, respectively. The error bar represents the standard deviation for

networks with different initial conditions.
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Figure 3: (Color online) (A, C, E) Heatmap of the connection weights at the (A) 0th,

(C) 1000th and (E) 1500th blocks. Neuron #0 represents the input. (B, D, F) Network

structures corresponding to the heatmaps. A total of 50 connections with the largest

absolute values are visualized. The blue and red nodes represent the neurons in the RNN

and the input, respectively. (G) Mean absolute value of the connection weights from the

input to the RNN and of the RNN as a function of the block. The mean and standard

deviations for networks with random initial condition are given; however, the error bar is

not substantial because of the small standard deviation.
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Figure 4: (Color online) (A) Mutual information as a function of input multiplicity, K.

Color indicates block number. (B) Performance of the short-term memory task. (C)

Performance of the 2-bit Boolean emulation task. (D) Performance of the 3-bit Boolean

emulation task.
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Figure 5: (Color online) (A, C) Heatmaps of connection weights for K = 5 and 30 at the

1500th block. Neuron #0 presents the input. (B, D) Network structures corresponding to

the heatmaps on the left. A total of 50 connections with the largest absolute values are

visualized. The blue nodes represent the neurons in the RNN, and the red nodes represent

the input. (E, F) Mean absolute value of the connection weights from the input to the

RNN and of the RNN as a function of the block number.
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Figure 6: (A) Boxplot of mutual information between the previous input and the RNN

estimated by sampling 50 000 time steps after washout time steps (50 000 time steps).

(B)–(D) Performance of the (B) short-term memory task, (C) 2-bit Boolean emulation

task, and (D) 3-bit Boolean emulation task as a function of the time delay for K = 1,

5 and 30. The error bar indicates the standard deviation for the networks for different

initial conditions.
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Figure 7: (Color online) Performance of the (A) short-term memory task, (B) 2-bit Boolean

emulation task, and (C) 3-bit Boolean emulation task for various network sizes (N = 25,

50, 75, and 100).

A B

Figure 8: (Color online) Performance of each rule of the Boolean emulation tasks forK = 5

at the 0th block (light colored points) and 1500th block (dark colored points). The blue

points represent the linear rules, and the red points represent the nonlinear rules. The

error bar indicates the standard deviation for different initial networks. (A) 2-bit and (B)

3-bit Boolean emulation tasks.
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